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A section for event investigation and reliability was included into the nuclear safety

department at the beginning of Dukovany NPP operation, an independent section for

event s investigation and for operation experience feedback was established within the

nuclear safety department in 1994.

The system of our own operation experience feedback is described in the instruction

Nr. 09/101. The main principles of this process are stated as follows :

- Following an operating event, a event report form is completed in accordance with

the rules given by the instruction Nr. 09/101.

-The event report forms are completed by shift supervisor and are discussed at the

morning shift supervisor meeting.

- The emergency group is activated in the case of the most significant events

- The event report comes to the department for nuclear safety where it's safety

importance is rated according the INES Scale. In cooperation with specialists from

other plant departments, an investigation of this event is done using the ASSET

methodology. In the course of the investigation corrective actions are suggested. Events

relating to safety (INES >- 0) are investigated using an accelerated regime in special

investigation groups. This accelerated investigation was implemented according to the

recommendation of the ASSET mission.

- In the case of safety significant events the chairman of Event Comittee can activate

Irregular Event Comittee. The Czech Regulatory Body - SUJB (State Institute for

Nuclear Safety) representatives are also members of this comittee.

- once a month, events for which investigations have been completed are discussed at

the Event Committee. This committee which consists of representatives from technical

departments is headed by the operation manager. The committee confirms the direct

and root causes of the event, the INES rating, the agent of the event and imposes

remedial corrective actions with the appointment of responsibility and term of

fulfillment deadline.

• After being discussed by the Event Committee, the event assessment is completed

and the fulfillment of assigned remedial corrective actions is checked. Selected

events from other nuclear power plants are placed on the agenda of the event

committee, especially events at the WER type NPP (Bohunice, Paks). Remedial

corrective actions ar«4aken also for these events.

- All data arising from this process are recorded in the SIS programme. Failure rate of

the plant, causes of the events, the agents of the events, failure rate trends on the plant,

the course of how remedial corrective actions are met etc. can be evaluated statistically

using SIS.



- Conclusions, results and recommendations on the output of this process are dealt

with engineers of the pertinent equipment who also have access to this program. At the

strategic level of Dukovany NPP, the most important data obtained by this process are

discussed by the Technical Safety Committee which meets quarterly. Its chairman is

the technical manager of Dukovany NPP. Its members are three deputy managers, the

heads of technical departments and invited experts in accordance with the problems.

Events relate to safety and pending safety problems are discussed. The results help to

form recommendations for the meeting of NPP management for decisions on possible

principal modifications at the NPP, on organizational changes, setting of priorities, etc.

The operating personnel is regularly made acquainted with the results of the

investigation of the most important events at training days. The operating department

primarily ensures analyses and training with respect to unit regime. The nuclear

safety department provides training according to analysis of direct and root causes of

events.

By the inspection of bow remedial corrective actions are implemented, and by

continuous evaluation (on quarterly, annual basis) of the plant's failure rate, together

with additional reliability analyses focused on specifically selected topics, the

operational experience is closed.

3. Feedback of external experience

For operation reliability improvement we also use external operational experiences,

CEZ-EDU a.s. is a member of WANO and has access to the Nuclear Network. This

ensures information about important events and operating experience from NPPs

internationally.

International experience from the operation of the VYER NPP is primarily obtained

through operating information exchange in the VVER club and through direct contact

with Bohunice, Paks and Loviisa NPPs.

I have already mentioned the SIS program. The SIS program contains the complete

system of feedback. It involves the survey of operation since the commission of the first

unit in 1985.

The system provides us all necessary information concerning monitoring of

components failures, it also contains all investigated operation events. We can also

monitore corrective actitms taken to these events and to inspect their fulfilment and

evaluate effectiveness of implemented corrective actions.
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